Local Advisory Board
Site: Latimer AP Academy
Date: 08/03/16
Present: Glen Peache (Community Representative), Eve Pape (Community Representative) Tony Meehan (Head of school)
Wasim Butt (Director of Learning LAPA)
Apologies: none

AGENDA ITEMS
1. Apologies for
Absence
2. Matters arising

DISCUSSION POINT
None
Strategy meeting from April 2015 involving a wide range of agencies and services was discussed.
TM outlined the positive impact this had particularly with regard to our police liaison officer who
plays an active role in the day-to-day running of LAPA, while also keeping us updated about how
our learners are active on the streets. It had been agrred that we would have a police officer on
site; this was not a realistic option even though it had been promised at the strategy meeting.
Terms of reference of LAB to be forwarded on.
Following the resignation of our parent representative last year we have yet to appoint a
replacement – TM to action
Minutes – Glen to meet with Zoi
- Natasha Bishop to meet with TM re collation of working at Latimer
Prevent Strategy – Positive / negative experiences by LAPA - Need to update policies
Report
WB went through the report and highlighted:
Term 1 – Challenge partners – Outcome was outstanding
Term 3-6 - Work scrutinies to take place
- Learning Walks
- Links to performance Management
Staffing
Increase in staffing – we have had two new members of SLT appointed, one as Director of
Learning to replace Kate Maidment-Young and another who was to cover maternity leave. The
latter will now take responsibility for developing LAPA as an innovation hub in partnership with the
Innovation Unit
We moved an ICT teacher on – we now have a competent covering supply teacher in place

WHEN

GCSE – 1st exam 3rd March – including early entries
Data analysis
LAPA adapted RSDS sheets to suit own – more meaningful and led to better interventions by LAPA staff
Option Changes – has had a better impact – more flexibility
Year 11s changed to timetables lessons/Catch classes – staff willing to engage
Interesting discussion on ..... Life after levels – developing own model - LAPA very much leading on this
change in “Learning Attitudes”
Eve to send over St TM version of level line/grades
The development of a TBAP Life after Levels model means that TBAP will not be one of the 12-15% of
schools not following this radical change to assessment.
Attainment
TBAP targets aspirational
Academic mentoring very effective. Form tutors taking responsibility for overall progress
A weekly LAPA bulletin has been introduced by Wasm (DOL) – is very useful- please copy in Eve and
Glen
Discussion of school development plan – staff now engaging more
How meaningful is it?
Demonstration of Blue wave swift carried out – we are becoming more experienced with the system.
Both EP and GP have been provided with guest logins for BWS. A discussion took place about the
projects within BWS which are part of the TBAP 2020 Vision. The Ragging process and progress within
each project was also discussed.
Agenda items for next meeting
- Plans for the new build
- What is the transition plan?
- Discussion re cultures between LAPA and BAPA after the decant.

6. AOB
7. Date of Next
Meeting

16th June 2016

